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Special “Ragchew”
In Memory of Tom Morgan G3XMM by Brian G4CIB

I first met Tom at a Gloucester Amateur Radio Society meeting in 1969 when the club met at the “Lamb”
Inn (long since gone), located opposite the Old Cattle Market in Market Parade, adjacent to the entrance
of Kings Square. After a few visits,I joined GARS and remember Tom giving a talk on antennas, with
particular reference to matching. In the early 1970s, the club moved to the RAFA club in Spa Road as the
“Lamb” Inn was demolished in the redevelopment of Kings Square.

The highlight of the club year was the first weekend of June, National Field Day, which in those days we
operated from the Gordon League Rugby Club ground in Hempstead Lane. Tom lived close by in
Hempstead and on one memorable occasion came down to the station (G3MA/P) on the Sunday afternoon
dressed very elegantly in his “Sunday-best”. On that particular field day, the home-brew high-tension
power supply which powered the HRO receiver and located under the operating table had developed a
fault. Every couple of hours or so, one of the electrolytic capacitors would blow up. Not having time to try
and locate the source of the problem, Pat G3MA’s solution was to have a box of electrolytic capacitors
handy and keep replacing them as and when required. Tom was invited to operate and just as he had got
going, an electrolytic capacitor exploded, depositing gunge all over his trousers. He was not a happy
bunny!

Tom served as Chairman for a number of years and on retiring presented the “Morgan Key”. In the words
of our Society handbook, “the key is presented at the Annual General Meeting and is the only award solely
in the gift of the committee. It is awarded to the member who, in the judgement of the committee has
contributed most to the furtherance of the Society during the year”. In this way, Tom’s memory lives on
in the club.

My Memories of Tom by Tony G4CMY
I first met Tom when I was a 15 year old school boy. I had been interested in electronics for a few years
and this evolved into short wave listening when I was given an old table-top radiogram to play with (for
the younger readers, this was a combined radio receiver and record player). It had a short wave band
which covered the 40 metre amateur band, amplitude modulation only. Back then (early 1970's) there
was still a reasonable amount of AM activity on 40 metres.

Tom ran the school Amateur Radio Society and eventually I plucked up the courage to go and talk to Tom
about joining the club. Of course, I was welcomed with open arms.

I needed a better receiver and I would regularly seek Tom's opinion on cheap radios that were advertised
in publications such as Exchange and Mart. Of the ones I could afford, Tom would generally say they
were no better than the receiver I had already. After a while Tom took pity on me and loaned me an R1155
(an ex-RAF receiver as used in Lancaster bombers) and gave me some ideas for modifications that I
could do to improve it.

That got me started on serious listening on 160m, 80m, 40m and 20m but its performance on 15m and
10m was not good. To remedy this Tom set me off on a project to modify an RF24 unit (used in radar by
the military) for use as a converter for the higher HF bands - the output appearing between 4 and 6 MHz
which the R1155 could handle well. This got me going on all the HF bands. I had already taught myself
morse so there was no stopping me. In 1973 I got my licence and the rest is History - a History that would
have been very different if not for Tom.

Tom had set up a station in school in a room off the Chemistry Lab. This comprised of an HRO receiver
and a Minimitter AM/CW transmitter. Despite its name this was a huge piece of equipment. The station
was completed with a trapped dipole on the roof. I ended up in his A-Level Chemistry class and it was not
unknown for Tom to set us a problem to think about while he disappeared for a short while into the shack
and we would hear the sound of morse code drifting across the Lab as he worked stations on the HF
bands.



Memories of Tom by Graeme G0EEA
Tom taught at Sir Thomas Rich School (STRS) before he retired, and our son, our daughter (who is
herself now a teacher), and our nephew were amongst his pupils. I can recall, when our nephew
became enthusiastic about Radio Controlled model cars, Tom telling me that in previous years he
clearly had to close a model car club at STRS  because it had become some sort of a clique, excluding
anyone whose model car was not of a specific, "approved" make!

At GARES, Tom was always available for a chat and with sound advice and was a bit of an authority
on both the history of communications (including signalling, telegraphy, and radio ) and also on valves,
of which he had a "G3XMM Collection". I still have a copy of his 11 page article, dated 2008, which
lays particular emphasis on World War 2 valve developments.

Reminiscences of a Very Supportive Fellow Radio Amateur
by Dave G4HJV

I first knew Tom when I attended Sir Thomas Rich’s School from 1971 to 1976 when, like some other
members of GARES, he was my chemistry teacher and by his formation of the school radio club. It
was his enthusiastic involvement in amateur radio that encouraged me to join the Gloucester Amateur
Radio Society as it was then. My recollection is he was always calm and good natured, supportive
and generous.

At STRS he installed G3XMM/A in a prep room next to the chemistry lab on the top floor of the school,
with an antenna conveniently stretching along the roof. This enabled many frequent skeds to be
made during lunch times, which I was able to sit in on with special permission to be inside the building
during break time. This contributed enormously to my interest in amateur radio at an early age. Tom’s
latest involvement on the air has been as a regular contributor to the club’s daily skeds on 2m and
other bands where his enthusiasm, countless anecdotes and keen wit will very much be missed.

NFD 1981 - Gordon League Rugby Club Ground

Tom G3XMM centre of photo between Ian G4CLR (SK) and Leta G4RHK



This is how GB3STR was reported in the Gloucester “Citizen” newspaper
“Gloucester Day by Day” column on Tuesday 13th May 1969.

Interesting to note that it states that the “crew of nine” will be operating a £3000
station! I can only assume that a certain establishment in Cheltenham, courtesy
of Owen G2HX or Mick G3HDU loaned some Collins S-Line equipment.

Do any of the former STRS pupils have any memories of the station details?
Or was the £3000 a misprint?



Tom G3XMM – SK by Derek G3NKS
The following tribute was published in a recent edition of the Cheltenham Amateur Radio Association
News and is reproduced here with the permission of Derek G3NKS.

“It is with much sadness and regret that we record here the passing of Tom G3XMM, a well-known local
radio amateur and a former member of CARA. He died overnight on 24th/25th November  in Gloucester
Royal Hospital having collapsed at home a few days earlier with pneumonia, he was 86.

Tom grew up in Dorset with his mother who was widowed early in WWII. He attended the local grammar
school and went on to read Chemistry at Bristol University. A successful and satisfying teaching career
followed, first at Kingston-upon-Thames Grammar School and then from 1968 at Sir Thomas Rich’s school
in Gloucester where he rose to become head of Chemistry. He also taught electronics having taken an
Open University course in mid-career.

His amateur radio “career” began in 1958 when he passed the RAE (the old-style Radio Amateurs’
Examination – a 2 (or was it 3?) hour written exam). However, he didn’t take the then mandatory 12 wpm
Morse Test for access to the HF bands until 1968 when he was issued with the callsign, G3XMM. During
his 57 years on-the-air he tried several aspects of amateur radio but favoured HF and VHF using CW, FM
and SSB employing a variety of different rigs. It’s thought that he never ran more than 100W and always
used simple wire antennas. He enjoyed QRP operation, mainly on CW. He was keen on older equipment
and at one stage had a collection of interesting vintage broadcast receivers and became quite
knowledgeable on the subject.

Tom was a keen member of CARA from the 1980s/90s and served on the committee for a while. He wrote
regularly for CARA News and contributed many interesting articles about valves of which he had a large
collection. “Thoughts from the Bathtub” was another series which he wrote. He supported CARA in many
on-the-air activities including special event stations, DX chasing challenges and contests even though the
latter was not really his forte. About 20 years ago he returned to the Gloucester club where he also served
on the committee and took an active role in the well-being of the club.

Tom was widely read and was very well informed on several subjects beyond chemistry and electronics
including applied philosophy, music (he sang and played the piano), aircraft, steam engines, aspects of
history and some military matters. He was a true polymath. He was always happy to discuss issues and
to impart his extensive knowledge to help others. In recent years in particular he was always willing to
assist fellow radio amateurs (mainly CARA and GARES members) by supplying items from his “stores”,
especially hard-to-get bits, for their constructional projects.

Although quiet and reserved, and a very private person, he was approachable and willing to chat. Following
the arrival of Covid he became rather reclusive, rarely leaving his house. But he continued to enjoy keeping
in touch with friends over the air and regularly joined several local nets. His presence on the air will be
much missed both locally and further afield. As will his wise counsel and encyclopaedic knowledge.

His funeral will take place at 11.30am on Tuesday 19th December at Gloucester Crematorium.

We offer our deepest sympathies to Angela, his close friend of many years, and to Jessica his daughter
on their very sad loss.”



From Ed McCann AG6CX
Just as I was putting this special edition of “Ragchew” together, out of the blue I received an email
from Ed AG6CX, as follows:

“Hi Brian: Looking at an ancient RagChew (No 7 Aug 2012) I noticed Tom Morgan was looking at the
history of a famed ham G2BI and trying to suss out details of his antenna (”Ragchew” article reproduced
below - Ed), reporting that he was having trouble finding history beyond G2BI with name W L Palmer,
of Wiltshire. I recently ran across a T&R Bulletin from 1934 in which G2BI described his antenna.

I pass it along in the spirit of keeping the flame of ham radio flickering.

Hope it is useful and of interest.

73, Ed McCann AG6CX, Sausalito CA USA”
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Go to the GARES web site for all the latest news www.g4aym.org.uk 
This paper is formed of articles offered by you the members of the club: 

 
G2BI and his Aerial by Tom Morgan G3XMM 

 
You may remember (probably not!) mention of a G2BI-type aerial in some previous articles about early 
National Field Days (NFD). At the time of writing I invited comments as to what it might have been. 
I was delighted therefore to hear from Cliff that it was some sort of Windom aerial and this inspired me 
to do a bit of research in various publications and on the Web. 
The first point to note is that the Windom of the 1930’s was not quite the aerial that is often called A 
Windom today. 
 

 
 
In the diagram the length L of the top section is a half-wave on the frequency of interest. A single-wire 
feeder, marked DOWNLEAD is tapped in at about a third of a wavelength from one end of the top 
section. In theory it is possible to adjust this tapping point so that there are no standing waves on the 
down lead and all the radiation takes place from the top section of the aerial. 
As described above the aerial is a single band affair although later compromise designs enabled it to 
function reasonably well as a multiband aerial on the HF bands of the time.  The field-day station at 
Painswick needed an aerial that would radiate effectively on two bands viz. 20 and 40 metres. 
The G2BI solution was to fabricate A Windom for 20 metres and to adjust the length of the downlead so 
that the aerial could be matched on 40 metres also. The aerial would not function as A Windom on the 
lower frequency but would look more like a rather asymmetric “tee” with the downlead becoming part of 
the radiating system. It must have worked well enough since, as we have seen, the combination of the 
Gloucester and Bristol stations gained third place in the in the first experimental NFD.. 
So what about the man himself? An old call-book lists him as W.L. Palmer with an address in Calne.  
Wiltshire, it was part of RSGB Region 5, together with Herefordshire, Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire. 
So it is quite possible that his advice was sought when planning the regional stations. 
Elsewhere in the literature he is mentioned as advocating and extending the use of the Windom. I have 
not been able to discover more than that, so if anyone knows any more about him I would be pleased to 
hear it. 
 
 











Gary M0XAC and Tom G3XMM on the roof of
Gloucester Cathedral, setting up GB4GC in September
2014 for Churches and Chapels on the Air and
Gloucester Heritage Day


